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T
lher.'s a game you start to play after looking at hundreds of Indian minia-

uue paintings-call it Mughal miniature bingo. Is there an imperious prince

r-ith a very straight back? Check. Pavilions? Check. Musicians? Gathered

currtiers? Glorious gardens? Check, check, check. Most of these paintings,

aquisite as they are technically, were controlled, even calculated, images.

l-ou start to feel this is rote work, and to sense the subservience of the artist
& those who commissioned it.

tut_"- Uty"gt-g]*era, many paintings were essentially n1es9 releasgp for
mralty. So it's biaci"g to iuin to piirtiaiiJ of Bilwant Singh, a minor royal-
pmn'much a nobody in eighteenth-century India's princely hierarchy-who
[rrs become one of the more intriguing subjects in Indian art. We know about

hm today only because of his intimate, profoundly creative relationship with
;r minter from Guler named Nainsukh.

Guler, a small kingdom in the Himalayan foothills, was one of the homes

dthe well-established Pahari School of miniature painting. Nainsukh, though,

m* different from his predecessors-in the extraordinary precision of his

hn. the bold use of blank space in his compositions, the emotional poise of
lh portraits. But what I love about Nainsukh's work is that everyday concerns

dhis time aren't banished from the frame.

ln London's Victoria and Albert Museum, which holds around a dozen

d Iainsukh's works, there's a striking painting of Balwant Singh being
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entertained by a group of musicians and players. As the prince

hookah, one performer mimics him, pretending to drag from a long

scroll. Come closer, though, and look at the lead singer with a

glass. This thin man in a neat white-and-orange turban has tiny scars 6
face: marks from smallpox, one of the leading causes of death in the d
teenth century.

lt's often said that life in India is so chaotic, so oYerloaded with

stimuli, that Indians stop seeing what's all around them. Nainsukh,

saw plenty: the domestic, the natural, the found comedy of courtly life.

want Singh, he had a patron confident enough in his owq self-image to

Nui.r.rrkh to escape the stiff formalities often found in the miniature

and express a more original vision. His technical skill, his clarity of si

focused on the quirks, and thus the humanity, of the individual-
king, lowly musician, or himself.

The painter Howard Hodgkin is a connoisseur of Indian art and a col

Nainsukh's work. ooHe's a truly great artist," Hodgkin says. "He's not the

of course, because many of the Mughal painters had an identity and

written about, but I would have said, even so, he was probably the first

mod,ern, artist of India."

Nainsukh was born in 1710 into a family of highly skilled painters

father and brother schooled him in the Pahari tradition of the hill
northern India, a school characlerized by simplified landscapes or i

flat monochromatic backgrounds, and, in the foreground, stylized, often

portraiture. Yet Nainsukh learned his art in a period of stylistic

elements of Mughal painting began to percolate through. the Pahari

world. A greater interest in naturalistic details develope.il, alongside

color palettes and a growing refinement of line. This gave Nainsukh

stretch the inherited boundaries of his art.

A self-portrait by Nainsukh at around twenty years old shows a lean

with a faint mustache, a shaven head adorned by a single tuft of hair

a sharply angled turban, and prominent front teeth. Truth was clear\

important than vanity. His left hand supports a takhti, or wooden

board. In his right hand, a brush is poised above blank paper. He is j
the moment of beginning to draw, and his expression is intent, as if
fixing an image in his mind.

Around the time he created this portrait, Nainsukh met Balwant
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Ja-srota, the citadel of a minor hill kingdom in today's Himachal pradesh.

\ainsukh had left his home in Guler in search of a patron, and had ini-
:iallv worked for Balwant's father, who was a princely relatiye of the Jasrota
:raharaja.

\ainsukh's first portraits of his new patron date from the early r740s,
rhen Balwant Singh was around seventeen. one of the earliest of these paint-
-ngs was rediscovered a little over a decade ago, in a private collection in
[-ahore. It shows Balwant as a beardless adolescent, in an elegant embroi-
iered Mughal-style jama, or gown, sitting on a terrace furnished with bol-
qers. He has a hookah in hand and a sword beside him. It's one of the most
i:rrnal and conventional portraits Nainsukh ever painted. yet he manages to
:,reak the stiffness by giving us what he saw rather than what was expected.
Er.en as Singh is shown in a classical pose, his left hand-quite poorly
'..rrn-is, unconventionally, turned backward at the wrist.

Soon, Nainsukh was starting to experiment more boldly. He played with
*.:ale- giving depth to the background with a single horizontal line. Restrain-
mg his use of color, he celebrated white, and blank expanses of paper. Many
m his paintings display a great compositional confidence, and equalry
,r.iking is the sense of ease, even equality, in his portrayals of his patron.
\ainsukh shows Singh obediently having his beard trimmed by a barber;
m-r'ldled, ill and depressed, under a bulky quilt; and writing a letter bare-
rrrsted in his tent, while his attendant, fly whisk in hand, has dozed off in the
trr:t afternoon.

Portraits such as these were rare for the times, given the hierarchical re-
,lu[],r'ns between patron and court painter. There's an almost Instagram-like
ruriliarity. B. N. Goswamy is one o{ India's leading art historians, and an
uthority on Nainsukh. ooHe attached himself to this prince, who was not even
r rnember of the main ruling family-probably was a pretender to the throne,,,
G:*r,.,amy says. "But Nainsukh stayed with him. Twenty years or more he
*^u-,ed rvith him. I mean, he was like a shadow-or maybe Balwant singh was
l *nadow of Nainsukh."

o

fo :'ne of Hodgkin's favorite paintings, Balwant Singh, wearing pink slippers
mr: holding a sword, stares transfixed at his pet goose. It's a humorous and
r'rruino play on convention.'oof course in the center of it, it's all highry for-
u*Lzed," Hodgkin says. The goose, too, is o'completely transfixed by the look
h +,"t.'' from his owner," he says, laughing. "As far as I can tell, this is armost
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unique in the history of Indian painting. Balwant Singh was clearly a mau
real sensitivity. Well, they both were."

Goswamy thinks that the two men must have had a regular di
about Nainsukh's work, but that Singh did not command him to paint this
that scene. As a result, Goswamy says, Nainsukh recorded things few

painters in Indian history could. ooNo other patron that I know of in
Indian context would have allowed it."

Both Nainsukh and Balwant Singh shared a deep interest

dance, and some of Nainsukh's most vivid paintings are of court

In one of his greatest works, to my eye, music, patron, and artist all
together. It's a painting of Singh sitting onhis takht, or throne. In one

as was his custom, is a hookah. In the other is a painting. It's been h

him by Nainsukh, who stands behind his patron, Ieaning forward,

folded, all buckteeth. He seems to be waiting on the prince's verdict.

On the other side of the painting, looking on at artist and patru.
a group of musicians and retainers. Each face is distinct; their
features, and skin colors hint at a range of histories, untold stories.

were people Nainsukh would quite probably have hung out with. o'Watch

frngers of the man who's playing on the drum and the one who's pla1.r

the Jew's harp-it's astonishing," Goswamy says. "My guess is that

some time, Nainsukh's attention started shifting to the minor cha

the musicians, the dancers, the retainers. Very penetrating and sy

studies-it is the humanity in Nainsukh's work which is so ext

engaging."

It's habitual to speak of Indian painting in terms of traditions, not i
talent or personality (in a way that T. S. Eliot, who wrote that art was an

from personality, might have appreciated). Yet with Nainsukh, we ,

work that seems not just "of his time," but also simply his own. Instead

static brightness of the earlier Pahari style, we find intimacy and

mystery and sly humor-individuality. What we don't find is senti

Emotion is understated in Nainsukh. Only a flash of vulnerability or

ever gets shown. In his hands, that flash is enough. As Goswamy
ooThere's a kind of trilling quality about Nainsukh's work-a Ii
touch, wit, and the ability to keep on paying homage to tradition, the

cal, and then break free."
I
I
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In the last two decades of his life, Nainsukh returned to more
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subjects: Ragamala paintings depicting musical moods, and scenes
the religious stories and epics-Krishna and the goprs, his cowherd girr

all in the brighter colors of the more traditional pahari styre. ior
in Indian history the explanation is simpre: Balwant Singh died in rmg,

Nairyukh had to find a new parron. At Bu.holi u*t[,".IU kin
a prince with a -o"r"onGiltiffiG"^ibili

If these late paintings are compared with what came before, Nain-
brilliance still surfaces occasionally. In one ofhis final masterpieces,

nighttime. villagers gather around a fire, smoking hookahs ard "hillr-r,seen in silhouette and others illuminated by flame. A child, up past
ime, nestles in the arms of one of the erders. A woman rooks on i; ,

1. Bright sparks fly up from the fire to the branches of a tree and
with the stars beyond. .oThe 

way Nainsukh studies the reflections_rrru yy@J rrdrrrsu.rrl stuutes Ine reflectl0ns,
h,ws-it's not a night scene,,, Goswamy says. ..It,s his way of telling you:
is how nightfalls. Subtlety-subtlety is the essence.,,
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